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 Yajour Veda in Sanskrit means wisdom of sacrificial formulas. This Veda, composed a century or two later than Rig Veda, contains formulas of prose and verses that were to be uttered by priests performing the manual part of the sacrifice. He describes in prose the procedural details of performing various rituals and Yajnas using the
hymns Rig Veda (In the Vedic sacrifice of god or gods refer to hymns or mantras. The priests of this Veda are called Adhwari. Agni, the god of fire plays a central role in sacrifice. Over time, the victim became more complex, and the priests became highly qualified professionals. There were many different kinds of sacrifices, like the famous
sacrifice of a horse, a victim of a soma, sacrifices performed during various ceremonies, such as the coronation of kings, mating ceremonies, etc. of which all the highest sacrifices were considered Sarvamed, in which the sacrifice offered all his possessions as a fee at the end of the ceremony. Veda's yadura, seen by an external vision, is
the veda of ritual. On the inner level, he sets out yogic practices to purify the mind and awaken the inner consciousness. While smaller sacrifices are won by smaller worlds, Self-sacrifice or Atmayajna conquers all worlds and receives the greatest gift of immortality. Sri Chinmoy declares that sacrifice is self-sacrifice. Self-perception is self-
fulfillment. Self-realization is love-manifestation and truth-perfection. Through our outer sacrifice, we become the divine part of Mother Earth. Through our inner sacrifice, we become the immortal part of the Father-Heaven. We make an external sacrifice when we leave the realm of binding desires and enter the realm of liberation of
aspiration. We make an inner sacrifice when we try to show God in the world of ignorance after the realization of God's awareness. External sacrifice requires the power of a hero. The inner sacrifice requires the power of the army. With our external victim we see the Truth. With our inner victim, we become the Truth.? There are two main
branches of Yajur Veda, i.e. Krishna Yajurveda and Shukla Yajurveda. Krishna Yajurveda is represented by the following digressions: 1) Taittriya 2) Kataka 3) Maitrayani Shukla Yajurveda is represented by the following digressions: 1) Madhyamdin 2) Kanva Hymns of Yajour-Veda As a fire, which is one, at the entrance to the creation,
corresponds to its own form of the form of each creature, so does One, assman within all creatures, takes all forms, but outside there. Like the wind, which is one, when entering corresponds to its own form the form of each being, so that One, asman within all beings, takes all forms but exists from the outside. Like the sun, the eye of the
world is not touched by the outer spots seen by the eye, so that Odin, assman within all beings, will not be touched by the suffering of the world. He stays away. The Controller, the asman within all beings, the one who makes his own form of diversity - the wise who perceive it created in himself to achieve - and not others - eternal joy. -
Krishna Yadjour Veda The One who lives in us as our guide, who is alone, and yet appears in many forms, in which a hundred fiery celestial one in which the Vedas are one in which the priests are one - He is the spiritual atman in man. - Krishna Yadjour Veda, edited by Subramania Sarma and others, Yadjourveda's literature is divided
into white (Shukla) and Black (Krishna) yadjourveda literature, and the latter is divided into four branches (Shakas), the most important of which is Taitiriya Shaka. Here we offer Krishna Yajurveda's work Taittiriya Shaka as Devanagari edition with traces of svara. We also offer un accented translitered search files and highlighted high-
quality printed files. . Tipting Specimen: Taittiriya Brahmana edited by Subramania Sarma, Chennai 2004-2005, based on the manuscripts of Grantha and on these works: Taittiriya Brahmana, 3 vols., edited by Narayana Apte, 1898 (AnandAshram Publishers) Taittiriya Brahma, 3 vols., edited by Pushpendra Kumar, 1998 (Nag Prakashan
Publishers) Taittiriya Brahma - Taittiriya Aranyakam - Kathakam - Eka gni Kaandam, 1 vol., edited by G.K. Seethaaraman, 2000 (Your Family Friend Publishers) Taittiriya Brahmana consists of three voluminous books: Book 1: 8 Chapters, Book 2: 8 Chapters, Book 3: 12 Chapters. Devanagari pdf files are divided into chapter files,
including about 200 KB each. Note: Old chapter files downloaded between February 13 and June 5, 2004, were replaced by new carefully corrected final files of April/May 2005, comprising a total of 768 typeet pages in Devanagari in the big 16 size points: . Chapters 10, 11, 12 Books 3 are also available separately, like Kathakam, see
below. All Taittiriya Brahmana in Devanagari is loaded in one file, as tb-deva.pdf (2.5 MB) file search in transliteration throughout Taittiriya Brahmana is loaded as tb-find.pdf (1 MB) Combined file throughout Taittiriya Brahman, containing text in both Devanagari and transliteration, is designed for high-resolution printer output, loaded as a
very large file tb-comb.pdf (4MB). Kathakam. Kathakam 1: ka-1.pdf Kathakam 2: ka-2.pdf Kathakam 3: ka-3.pdf Chapters 10, 11, 12 Books 3 Taitthiri Brahman are often regarded as a separate book with the title Kathakam, for example. Brahman - Taittiria Aranyama - Kathakam - Ekany Kaandam, edited by G.K. Seataaraman, 2000 (Your
Family Friend Publishers) Note: These old files have not yet been revised. Please use the new TB-3-10, TB-3-11, TB-3-12 above. Taittiriya Aranyaka edited by Subramania Sarma, Chennai 2004, based on the manuscripts of Grantha and on this work: Taittiriya Aranyaka, 3 vols. in one of them, edited by A. Mahadeva Sasttri et al., 1985
(Motilal Publishers) Devanagari pdf files are divided into 10 chapters of files comprising approximately 200 KB each, including Taittiriya-Upanishad (chapters 7-9) and Mahanarayana-Upanishad (Chapter 10). Note: Old chapter files downloaded between February 13 and June 5, 2004, were replaced by new carefully corrected final files of
November 2005: . Full Taittiriya Aranyaka in Devanagari is loaded in a single PDF file as ta-deva.pdf (1 MB) Translitered search pdf file throughout Taittiriya Aranyaka is loaded as ta-find.pdf (270 KB) Combined file all Taittiriya Aranyaka, containing text in both Devanagari and transliteration, designed for high-resolution printer output, is
loaded as a large PDF file ta-comb.pdf (1.4MB). Taittiriya Upanishad (in Devanagari and Transliteration) as a small separate file is downloaded here. Ekanya Kandam edited by Subramania Sarma, Chennai 2004, based on the manuscripts of Granta and on this work: Taittiria Brahma - Taittiria Aranyama - Kathakam - Ekanyi Kaandam,
edited by G.K. Seethaaraman, 2000 (Your Family Friend Publishers) Note: Old Chapter Files uploaded during February 13 to June 5, 2004, have been replaced with new carefully corrected final files of November 2005: . Chapter 1: ek-01.pdf (150KB) Chapter 2: ek-02.pdf (200 KB) Full Ekanyi Kanda in Devangaari is loaded in one file as
ek-dev a.pdf (300K) Translitered pdf search file of the entire Ekagni Kanda is loaded as ek-find.pdf (64 KB) Combined file of the entire Ekagni Kanda containing text as in Devanagari, so in transliteration, designed for output using a high-resolution printer, is loaded as a PDF file ek-comb.pdf (350 KB). Taittiria Samhita edited by
Vijayaragawan Bashyam, Hyderabad 2005, based on these works: 1. Krishna-Yadzhurvedia-Taittiria-Samhita, edited by Ananta Shastri et al., 2nd Ed. 1957 2. Krishna-Yajurveda-Taittiria-Samhita, edited by R.L. Kashiap, Bangalore 2002 3. Srimat-Sayanakarya-virakita-bhasha-sameta-jashn-Yadjourvedi-Taitthiria-Samhita, Pune 4.
Krishna-Yajurvedia-Taittiria-Samhita Padapatayuta Bhattabhaskara-Sayanakarya-viracita-bhashyabham-sameta, edited by N.S. Sonatakke, 1970 5. Krishna-Yadjurvedia-Taittiria-Samhita-dipika-sahituu (based on Telugu script), edited by Ramawarapu Krishnamurti Shastri et al, Tirupati 1985 6. Die Taittiriya Samhita, hrsg. Background
Weber, Leipzig 1871 7. Taittiriya Samhita, Grantha Script, Heritage India Educational Trust, Chennai 2004 The Taittiriya Samhita consists of 7 books (kandas) with a total of 44 chapters (prapathakas): Book 1: 1-8, Book 2: 1-6, Book 3: 1-5, Book 4: 1-7, Book 5: 1-7, Book 6: 1-6, Book 7: 1-5. Here we offer chapter 1-8 book 1 Taittiriya
Samhita as PDF files in Devanagari: . Indians wishing to help edit NT are invited to contact Mr. Bashyam in a translitetered search file throughout Taittiriya Samhita, downloadable as ts-find.pdf (1.1 MB) If you don't have an English translation of Taittiriya Samhita, you can use keith.pdf (1.3 MB), containing an uns-copyrighted English
translation by Arthur Berrydale Keith (1879-1944) as a 341-page PDF search file. Taittiriya Pratishakhya Document tp-comb.pdf (160 KB) contains a Sanskrit text and an English translation by William Dwight Whitney, published in 1871 in the Journal of the American Oriental Society. The entire document was corrector of Mr. Ramesh
Srinivasan, based on the Whitney edition. Yajurveda - Sansknet Documents website www.Sansknet.org Rashtria Sanskrit Vidyapeta, Tirupati, was closed in January 2005 due to lack of assistance and due to lack of feedback. Taittiriya documents that were previously downloaded on this site are no longer available. That's why we offer
here these Sansknet Taittiriya documents, which we have transformed from HTML into PDF files for the convenience of our readers: . Sanskritweb supports Ulrich Stil, Heidelberg (Germany) (Germany)
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